Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have widespread applications, ranging from the industrial automation to the home applications, a result of their higher enhanced capabilities and im-proved cost-efficiency. However, there may not be enough resources to process those applications. So raising the energy efficiency of WSN is a paramount objective to extend the lifetime of the sensors network. This paper presents the methodologies followed to develop effective techniques to save the energy consumption of the WSN at the system level and under time constraints. This approach is based on an interplay of online strategies to manage the energy at a local level, as well as a scheduling policy that exploits effectively the resources at the global level. The autonomous power manager combines the Dynamic Power Management (DPM) with a Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) that will be validated using the STORM simulator.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wireless sensor networks are made up of many nodes placed without any control during months or years. Each node is designed to handle its energy supply in order to maximize the total lifetime of the network [1] . Besides, a sensor can exhaust its energy completely and become nonoperational because of the expiry of its battery [2] . The lifetime of a sensor node depends primarily on two factors: the quantity of energy consumed in time, and how much energy is available for its use [3] . As a result, the WSNs require a global management of energy: at the level of the network the activity of the node should be controlled in order to maximize the lifetime of the battery while decreasing the energy consumption under time constraints [4] . We have noted that the synchronization of the tasks does not allow a comprehensive use of all the capacity of the CPU of a single node as there is no overall control. For this purpose, it is necessary to set up a local energy management at the node level. Indeed, the control of the development by scheduling helps to analyze the WSN model [5] .
The concepts developed in our work assume that WSNs nodes do not have the possibility of energy harvesting. They are thus, conceived to optimize the lifetime of a node by optimizing their own energy consumption. In this paper, the application selection, the architecture and scheduling choices considered will be defined as well as the methodology to Manuscript [6] . At the local level, we will apply the DPM technique during the idle interval, and when the node is active the strategy DVFS will be used. To avoid missing deadlines and to provide schedulability guarantees, we will implement a G-EDF at the global level.
The architecture of the power manager model is made up of four basic components. The tasks allocation phase includes the specification of the software and hardware architecture defined in the XML file. Also, the task scheduling module prioritizes tasks and resource requests via task scheduling and mainly by the G-EDF scheduler. The energy management component tries to control the resource usage by selecting between DPM and DVFS. Finally, the power evaluation component aims to give a feedack about the performance criteria such as the energy gain or the respect of time constraints. The use of the simulation rather than hardware prototyping is marked by many advantages like a significant cost savings, compressed validation time, and improved component analysis [7] , [8] .
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In sectionII, we will give a brief summary of the related work. It includes an overview and a comparison of the existing techniques. In the next section, will describe the WSN power manager. Section IV will give some results. Finally, a conclusion and future work are given.
II. RELATED WORK
Many power saving mechanisms have been already incorporated into various standards and protocols [9] . Also, ultralow-power wireless sensor networks have been used to get power-efficient systems [10] . Some techniques, at the local level, require decisions at the global level and vis versa. So, when we consider the impact of both approaches alongside WSN consumption, a much greater saving is driven. This is explained in the next section which highlights the intrinsic relationship between them and describes with more details how the model will be developed on the actual plan. The need behind our work comes from the fact that no single policy suits perfectly all the operating conditions. So, we will try to combine several existing policies to have better results by taking into account the application requirements. Indeed, the recent studies move towards the employment of energy harvesting techniques as a solution to improve the energy efficiency [11] . The energy-scavenged in particular that coming from intermittent and variable sources (e.g., implantable batteries and capacitive methods), poses additional challenges like the availability. Moreover, most of the methods are still under investigation and provide low energy savings. They may also cause hazards and skin infections when de-ployed in the healthcare monitoring [12] . The power profile of the task set can be varied by exploiting DVFS and DPM capabilities of the proessor. Only few publications address the use of both DPM and DVFS in WSN. In [13] , authors present an implementation of DPM and DVFS techniques. But, these techniques, alone, are not sufficient to ensure a sustainable operation. However, not relying on scheduling can lead to significant loss of performance criteria. Indeed, non-compliance with time constraints may affect the efficacy of the network.
The scheduling policy is chosen according to its capacity to manage real-time tasks and to allow effective optimizations of energy. Several algorithms of scheduling are optimal in case single processor, like EDF (Earliest Deadline First) or LLF (Least Laxity First) for which the CPU ustlistion 100% is possible while guaranteeing the respect of the deadlines [14] . But, LLF has larger overhead than EDF due to higher number of context switches caused by laxity changes at run time. Besides, these algorithms lose their optimality in the multiprocessor case. Besides, the rate Monotonic (RM) and the Deadline Monotonic (DM) use a static priority and have many preemptions that may cause an over energy consumption. The table shows I a comparison of different schedulers. The G-EDF has proved to be optimal and has reasonable runtime overhead, this is why we chose it.
Several experiments of energy management [15] - [17] and real-time scheduling [18] are conducted. However, despite those energy-efficient architectures, few tools are available to test them. The simulator has to ensure the respect of the deadlines, an optimal throughput, and an efficient use of the resources [8] . As those simulators are legion, a very interesting open-source tool we came across was the STORM simulator. We have conducted a comparison of different relevant WSN simulators. We have classified as shown in figure 1 into energy-oriented or not simulator. A cross-level simulator with energy features is more suitable for WSN as it supports several abstraction levels combining high performance and scalability. That's why, we have chosen to validate our work with STORM [6] .
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We propose a realistic power consumption model for WSN by incorporating the characteristics of a typical low power mote processor(the Mica2 platform) [19] . Measurements were conducted to determine the improvement in network lifetime based on the datasheet values of the ATMEGA128L. However, the model can be easily ported to other sensor nodes. The overall system consists of a large number of nodes distributed over a wide geographic area. Thus, the Fig. 2 , shows the different internal interactions between the application layer and the hardware layer of every sensor through the intermediate layer that manages the resources. In our case, it provides the facilities to manage the CPU activity.
The first phase is to assign tasks to the nodes through the XML file. The inputs of the model are the data related to the parameters of time, number of tasks, the type of the processor, etc. The tasks are scheduled with the G-EDF policy. We consider n independent, periodic real-time tasks T1 ...Tn allocated to m identical processors P1 ...Pm with possible migration of tasks between the processors. In our case, a processor is the equivalent of one node. The objective is that all the tasks check their deadlines during the simulation. We assume that the overhead of a preemption is zero.
Then, the next phase aims to adapt the choice of the energy strategy according to the needs of the application.
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DVFS exploits the CMOS property that a linear reduction in the supply voltage results in a cubic reduction in the power consumption at the expense of a linear slow down in the processor frequency. DVFS schemes exploit this relationship to provide variable operating voltages and corresponding frequencies for the processor. There is a trade-off between the required execution time and the consumed power. So when the frequency is increasing, we have shorter execution and higher power consumption. However, when it is decreasing the execution time is longer and the power consumption is lower. The local approach consists of applying the DVFS to each processor. The overhead of changing DVFS settings are assumed to be negligible. To address this issue, only 3 values of supply voltage and corresponding operating frequency are selected as illustrated in Table II . To simplify the discussion, we consider that the voltage and the frequency are always adjusted together. When switching the voltage, we assume that the overhead associated with the scheduling of voltage is negligible. To get additional energy saving feature, we apply lowpower states during idle intervals. It is implemented in order to turn off tasks not running since they are consuming an important amount of energy by putting them in a low power consumption mode. The DPM policy used is different from the traditional WSN DPM policies by considering the penalties of transition modes and by an intelligent management of the energy consumption. Therefore, if a processor remains inactive for a significant period of time, it will automatically switch to a "standby" state during idle time. If this period of time is equal to the sum of the transition delays between these two states which allows us to avoid that the Wake up time reaches a high level. Thus, this online DPM will prolong the time spent in low power state. The extraction of idle times is done online and is based on the prediction of these intervals. This strategy includes the management of the idle time after the scheduling and is not involved in the scheduling of priorities. Finally, to evaluate and validate the results we will use the STORM simulator that considers the requirements of tasks, the characteristics and execution conditions of hardware compo-nents and the scheduling rules. Depending on the scheduling policy and the resources described in a XML file, it runs every task over a specified time interval [6] . The results of the simulation are a set of diagrams analyzing the behavior of the system (tasks, processors, timing, performances, etc) and mainly the energy consumption. Therefore, the behaviors of hardware components can be accurately captured, which is the basis of energy consumption estimation. Each state is associated with a current consumption. The simulator is easy and modular thanks to its XML configuration file. 
IV. EVALUATION OF THE POWER MODEL
To evaluate optimal and autonomous power manager for sensor networks we have chosen the simulation. So, we have changed the network size (number of nodes) to study its impact on the whole system. We note that when increasing the number of tasks and keeping the same number of node that the rate of CPU utilization increases jointly up to 100%. This is due to the fact that excessive request of the CPU had caused an overload.
While applying the DVFS, we found out that the power consumption is very likely larger at 16 MHz than at 8 MHz.
As the frequency will be reduced, the execution time will be increased and the idle time will be decreased. We have noted also that corollary to the scaling of the operating frequency by a factor α, the worst calculation time (WCET) required by a task is multiplied by a factor 1/α, whereas the desired period (and delay) remain unchanged. The proposed scheme is generic in the sense that it can work with other global scheduling algorithms as well rather than the EDF that is used. Our assessments indicate a gain is obtained using a DVFS algorithm in order to increase the autonomy of the mote. When the CPU frequency is equal to fmax = 16 MHz without DVFS, the frequency is lowered down to 8MHz with the proposed DVFS technique. Also, we have noticed that applying the scheduling when taking into account the current energy level and both of the power consumption and the priorities of the tasks (done through the EDF scheduler) had International Journal of Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 6, No. 4, August 2016 enabled graceful degradation. The average power consumption for both cases are 48.9 W (5.5V) and 20.6 W (3.3V), respectively, which represent a 50% reduction in the total system energy. W (3.3V), respectively, which represent a 50% reduction in the total system energy.
The Fig. 5 illustrates the experiment results obtained with the DPM strategy. The time is represented in units of 50 seconds(x-axis). Each task is represented by a different color.
We have noticed that it is not desirable to keep nodes inactive for too long because it can impact the network Qualityof-Service. When we had applied the DPM policy, major improvement had been seen such as the elimination of both dynamic and static power dissipation. Besides, the delay's transition had been set up to avoid the potential impact of missing the execution of any interesting task. Moreover, the transition between the different power configurations showed an extra energy and latency costs. However, we have noticed that the costs of transition between modes but also the time spent by the CPU in each mode had a significant impact on the total consumption of energy of a sensor node.
As table III shows we have compared the output of the proposed energy model that combines using global and local DVFS/DPM techniques. Implementation and simulation have both shown that power-aware scheduling reduces the energy consumption at all levels of the network and that the network can adapt the scheduling locally to changing demand.
During the simulation, we have changed the network size (number of nodes) to study its impact on the whole system. As a result, we have noted that the more the number of processors increases, the more the processing time and the makespan(i.e. the date of completion of the last task scheduled) are reduced. However, it creates an additional energy costs by rising the slack time. The simulation demonstrates also how scaling further the frequencies can lead to more energy saving at the global level. The decision toward the length of an upcoming idle period in the DPM algorithm is not trivial.
V. CONCLUSION
To boost the power and the efficiency of the WSN, we have implemented an autonomous power management model that integrates the effects related to the hardware and that has been validated by the the STORM simulator. It checks whether the task execution should be carried out or not, depending on the available energy and the current time by exploiting dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) and dynamic power man-agement (DPM) capabilities of the processor.
This model is formed by the various following modules: task allocation, task scheduling, energy management, and finally performance evaluation. We relied on a significant application example, and in our case it is the detection of forest fires in WSN. We have proven that, when applying an optimal combi-nation of the DVFS strategy (active state) and then DPM(idle state), the energy is not only locally minimized but also it decreases at a global level. Indeed, mixing both approaches has brought additional energy saving when deployed with a scheduling policy (G-EDF) since increasing the idle period without reducing the voltage or frequency will not necessarily bring an energy consumption gain. This power manager has a great impact on saving the energy reaching up to 50% of energy gain. We also, tried to extend STORM simulation tool and to enhance its features by including this model and some power management techniques that are not supported yet. Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 6, No. 4, August 2016 
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